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ABSTRACT
Due to the growing risks associated with owning a computer, most individuals and busi-
nesses run one or more computer security programs. Such programs include anti-virus software,
anti-spyware software, encryption, firewalls, and intrusion detection and prevention systems.
Unfortunately, each tool has its inherent vulnerabilities which criminals are able to exploit.
Often, when a machine is compromised, a malicious program is installed. A common char-
acteristic of many malicious programs is the tendency to make outbound connections on a
periodic basis. We aim to use this characteristic to identify compromised machines. In this
approach we create a time series from outbound connection times. We then search the time
series for patterns. For each pattern we can determine its frequency, its length, whether it is
still active, the time of each connection, and the participating machines. Our tests have shown
that we can efficiently find patterns in time series data sets.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
Computer security is a part of everyday life. Millions of people own personal computers
and virtually every company relies on computers to conduct business. In most cases a compro-
mised computer poses a significant risk to individuals and businesses because computers often
contain sensitive information. Sensitive information can include personal and customer finan-
cial records, usernames and passwords, email, and business trade secrets. In addition to loss of
information, the compromised computer itself can be used as a tool to attack other computers.
Due to these risks, many individuals and most businesses run anti-virus and anti-spyware soft-
ware. Many businesses also use firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and encryption. In the
corporate world most new employees typically receive computer security training that includes
information on creating good passwords, appropriate use of email, and awareness of social
engineering. Unfortunately, criminals continue to stay ahead of the curve. They constantly
find and exploit vulnerabilities in both software and people.
A typical corporate approach to protecting a network is to attempt to identify and block
malicious code before it enters. A firewall is commonly used to prevent traffic from entering
or leaving a network. Firewalls maintain a list of addresses and programs (ports) that are
allowed to make inbound or outbound connections. Connections from or to addresses or ports
not in the list are blocked. Often, inbound network traffic is scanned by an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS). One type of IDS measures the normal activities on a computer and then looks
for anomalies in network traffic. Another type of IDS searches for attack signatures stored in a
database, and when a signature is found, the source of the traffic is flagged as being malicious.
Unfortunately, attackers are often able to defeat such security measures either because they
2modify an old attack or they create a new one that is not contained in the signature database.
Once a machine has been infected, attackers are adept at hiding programs by doing things
like changing the programs name or removing it from the process list. This makes it very
challenging to find and remove. It is reasonable to assume that many new malicious programs
are able to run undetected on a host despite the use of virus and spyware scanners. These
protective tools use signature databases and are vulnerable to new attacks not found in the
signature database. Consequently, another type of defense is needed in which tools seek to
identify malicious programs by heuristics rather than signatures. Heuristics can be developed
by monitoring bandwidth usage, packet size, packet timing, time of day, TCP headers, TCP
flags, and many other measures affiliated with network traffic.
This thesis presents a novel method for identifying compromised machines by finding timing
patterns in outbound network traffic. Many malicious programs, such as worms, viruses,
spyware, and scanning tools tend to make outbound connections on a periodic basis [1]. The
purpose for an outbound connection may be to infect another computer, to communicate with
the program’s creator, or to search for computers that are vulnerable to attack. In any case,
the connections often exhibit timing patterns for two reasons. First, software is programmed
so that it cycles between executing some code and sleeping for some specified amount of time.
Second, a script may be used to run the program on a periodic basis. Our approach attempts
to determine not only that a timing pattern exists, but also the frequency or periodicity of
the pattern, when the pattern began to appear, and which machine or machines are involved.
Simply knowing that a machine is compromised is useful; the machine can be quarantined
and cleaned. However, being able to predict the next outbound connection makes it easier to
identify the malicious program and to trace and track the intruder. We demonstrate that our
approach is able to determine these measures based on tests with three types of data: synthetic
time series data generated by a synthesizer tool; synthetic traffic captured by Ethereal [6] on
machines used in a typical school/work/home environment that are also running tools with
known periodic activity such as Nmap; and real anonymized outbound network summary data
provided by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
31.2 Motivation
Malicious programs are often designed to run covertly on a host indefinitely, making out-
bound connections at varying times and for varying reasons. Programs with the purpose of
attacking other machines usually operate on an attack/sleep cycle that is scripted to occur on
a periodic basis. Were we to monitor this attack traffic we might notice some of the following:
many new packets transmitted in a short period of time; many packets of the same size; many
very small packets; a destination address common to every packet; traffic that targets many
ports on one destination; packet timing that is periodic; and so forth. Therefore, observing
outbound traffic content can be useful for identifying malicious programs. Important measures
include source and destination addresses and ports, bandwidth usage, packet timing, average
packet size, flags, and protocol. In many cases however, the traffic created by a malicious pro-
gram is stealthy enough that many of these measures do not seem out of order. Nevertheless,
tools that can flag suspicious activities based on any or all of these measures remain valuable.
Criminals are often lazy in their own programming or they utilize programs developed by oth-
ers. This results in programs that are easy to detect when network traffic is monitored for
some of the aforementioned packet trends. This project is an effort to examine one of the lesser
explored measures, packet timing. Our goal is to detect programs, on compromised machines,
that make connections to remote machines on a periodic basis. Thus, we need only concern
ourselves with the initial connection not the entire conversation. More explicitly, we are only
concerned with outbound syn packets. We recognize that a dedicated programmer can easily
randomize connection timing, however, many malicious programs continue to exhibit connec-
tion patterns. We intend our tool to be used in concert with other detection tools, not as a
solitary defense mechanism.
1.3 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related work
that also aims to identify timing patterns in network traffic. We will summarize the other
approaches, showing how our approach differs from the existing ones, and identify where we
4have made improvements. Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of our algorithm.
We will give a general overview before giving an in-depth description. We describe how we
prepare our input data and what we expect as output. We also give some examples, and
prove the correctness of our methods. Chapter 4 presents the results of our testing. We first
describe the tools and methods used, and then we show experimental data with statistics and a
summary of our findings. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with pointers to ideas for future work.
In addition, we give ideas for new areas to explore and comment on important improvements.
5CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
In our literature search, a number of related projects are found, which attempt to find
periodic patterns in various data sets. Most of these do not specifically search for frequency
patterns in time series data. Those that do, typically create time series data from different
measures than those with which we are concerned, such as packet arrival rates and packet
payload sizes. Following is a short description of three projects that are the most relevant
to our work. For each project we provide a short description followed by a summary of the
methods used and their results.
The goal in [1] is to produce an intrusion detection tool that flags intruders based on the
frequency of inbound network traffic. The authors recognized that many attacks are controlled
by scripted code thus leading to periodic patterns in packet streams and connections. The
project specifically aims at detecting DoS and Probe attacks by creating time series data from
inbound data streams. Three types of time series data are created and analyzed: packet arrival
rates; packet inter-arrival times; and packet payload sizes. The general approach is to apply
Fourier Analysis to a time series data set and search the results for periodic patterns. The major
steps in the process include preprocessing, applying the Fourier Transform, and analyzing the
results. The authors used two different data sets for testing. First, DARPA TCPDUMP
files that are created from intrusion traffic activities which simulates various network attacks.
Second, synthetic intrusion traffic generated by Nmap and captured, along with normal traffic,
by Ethereal. In order to reduce processing time for large data sets, the data is preprocessed.
Initially, all traffic passes through a firewall that accepts traffic from known Internet Protocol
6addresses (IPs) and creates a history of traffic from new IPs. The histories for the new IPs
are then partitioned by individual connections after which a wavelet transform is applied.
After preprocessing, the appropriate time series data for packet arrival rates, packet inter-
arrival times, and packet payload sizes, are formed. For each time series data set the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) is calculated. The calculations are done on 20-minute segments that
contain a 3-minute overlap with each neighboring segment. Finally, the results of the DFT
are examined for sharp peaks. These indicate the existence and strength of any frequency
patterns.
Testing results are very positive and show a low false alarm rate. The project successfully
identified 17 of 22 different attacks tested. Drawbacks include the inability to recognize short
attacks, and a high computation load. To combat the high computation load the data is trans-
formed using wavelets. Unlike our approach, the DFT yields only whether frequency patterns
exist and, to some degree of accuracy, what the frequencies are. We are also able to list each
packet that is part of the pattern including the time each packet is captured. This allows us
to predict when to expect the next packet in an unfinished pattern.
Wanting to develop a complementary tool to aid in identifying DoS attacks, [2] aimed to
identify legitimate traffic through the periodicity exhibited in round-trip times (RTT) of TCP
flows. The method estimates periodicities using the power spectral density (PSD) of the TCP
flows. The PSD describes the frequency distribution of the power of a time series data set
and is an alternative to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [11]. The authors note that
DoS attacks are a serious threat to the Internet because they are so disruptive and hard to
defend against. A typical approach to defend against DoS attacks is to identify and rate-limit
attack traffic. However, this is very difficult to do. The authors explain how normal TCP flows
exhibit periodicity; when a packet is flagged somewhere in the network, it is likely that one
RTT later another packet from the same flow will be found at the same place in the network.
The major steps in their method are as follows. First, receive attack traffic candidates from
7other DoS defense tools. Second, specify a sampling period and, for each attack candidate,
create a time series data set of the number of packet arrivals within each sampling period.
Third, search for periodic patterns using Welch’s modified periodogram method [10]. Finally,
those candidates which exhibit ’normal’ periodicities are ruled out as attack flows. The PSD is
designed to identify periodicities, but is apparently often replaced by periodogram estimators
when the complete mathematical description of the data is unavailable. The authors chose
to use Welch’s modified periodogram because of inconsistencies associated with the original
algorithm.
Before testing their methods on real traffic, the authors design a simulated network struc-
tured as a binary tree. Typical TCP traffic is injected into the simulated network and their
tools gather data and create heuristics. For testing on real data they use trace files obtained
in May 1999 by monitoring the network link between the Harvard Faculty of Arts and Sci-
ences and the rest of the Harvard campus. Testing shows that their heuristics are effective at
identifying benign and malicious TCP flows. It is possible to identify attack traffic even when
it comes from multiple sources. One drawback is that legitimate short TCP flows are often
marked as attack traffic. This method is more effective with long TCP flows. Also, it can be
difficult to determine the best sampling period to use. If it is too small it will not be able to
tolerate RTT fluctuation, but if it is too large it will not be able to distinguish between differ-
ent periodicities. This method is not helpful in identifying many types of malicious programs
on machines in a trusted network. Many malicious programs do not send out large bursts of
traffic as in DoS attacks. Again, the periodogram is similar to Fourier Analysis in that it can
only identify which frequency patterns may exist. It cannot list which packets are part of the
pattern nor can it determine the time each packet was captured. Additionally, this approach
begins by receiving a list of attack candidates from an outside defense program, thus it relies
heavily on other tools.
Web Tap, developed by [3], is a network level anomaly detection tool. The authors note that
8attackers often email trojan-horses or links to web pages that exploit browser vulnerabilities.
Following a successful attack, an intruder can take control of a machine by installing a back-
door that makes outbound connections through an HTTP tunnel. These callbacks can be
scheduled to occur on a periodic basis. A key aspect of Web Tap is the effort to monitor timing
patterns in outbound HTTP traffic in order to identify such callbacks. The major steps in the
author’s approach are training, monitoring, and analysis. During the training period Web Tap
extrapolates trends in human web surfing behavior by analyzing the following metrics: request
header formatting, inter-request arrival times for specific src/dest pairs, individual request size,
outbound bandwidth usage, request regularity, and request time of day. After training, Web
Tap specifically looks for anomalies in outbound HTTP traffic by monitoring, recording, and
measuring all outbound web activity. Any measures, such as request regularity, bandwidth
usage, inter-request delay time, and transaction size, that cross a predetermined threshold are
flagged as being anomalous. The authors have two approaches to identifying timing patterns.
The first method utilizes inter-request arrival time measures. The general theory is that a set
of typical running inter-arrival times for a specific src/dest pair is comprised of random values.
Thus, if any subset of inter-arrival times is observed to have almost equivalent values, they
likely indicate periodic activity. The second method monitors request regularity. A count is
maintained of the number of time periods in which a particular site is accessed. For example,
the count could represent the number of 5-minute periods in which a specific site was accessed
at least one time. If after, say an 8-hour period, requests appear too often, the program that
accesses the site is classified as automated. An example of an automated program is a stock
ticker; it sends requests to a specific web site on a periodic basis.
The authors tested Web Tap by monitoring the traffic of 30 faculty and students from
Harvard over a 40-day period, and traffic from three known HTTP tunneling programs. Web
Tap correctly raised an alert for all three tunneling programs. The faculty and student traffic
testing began with a one-week training period. During the monitoring period, Web Tap suc-
cessfully flagged many adware clients such as Google and Lycos search bars. It also detected
data mining and advertising websites such as doubleclick.net. During a specific 8-hour moni-
9toring period, one user visited over 400 websites. Using the request regularity approach, Web
Tap filtered out 7 websites with no false positives and just two false negatives. One drawback of
Web Tap is that it needs a lot of off-line data processing. Not only does it require an extensive
training period, but it may also depend on a lot of post-processing. Unfortunately, Web Tap
also has a number of drawbacks with regard to identifying timing patterns. The most serious
problem is that it cannot handle noisy data sets very well. The inter-request arrival time and
request regularity approaches can both be easily defeated by injecting noise appropriately. In
one case the noise will result in a high false positive rate, and in the other, the periodicity will
be totally hidden. This type of evasiveness is a typical vulnerability in anomaly detection sys-
tems. Criminals need only stay below certain thresholds to avoid detection. Web Tap focuses
solely on HTTP, unlike our approach, which can handle any TCP traffic. Additionally, we are
able to identify exact periodicities, pattern length, and pattern begin and end times.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
3.1 Introduction
In a simple and ideal world it would be easy to identify frequency patterns in time se-
ries data. Consider the following time series where each value is a specific moment not a
duration: {10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 40sec, 50sec}. Without much difficulty we can see that there
is a 10 second gap between every pair of consecutive time values. We say that the period
of the time series is the repeating 10 second gap, and the length is the number of consecu-
tive gaps in the time series. In this case, we have a pattern with a period of 10 seconds and
a length of 4. Before continuing we give the definitions for Time Series and Time Series Subset.
Time Series : T is a time series if T = {t0, t1, t2, . . . , tn}, ti indicates the ith time value, and
T is in ascending order.
Time Series Subset : B is a subset of time series T if all the elements in B are also in
T, and B is in ascending order.
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It does not make sense to have a pattern with a length less than 2, so any time series must
have at least 3 time values. A simple algorithm that tests for patterns is as follows:
1. Given time series T = {t0, t1, t2, . . . , tn}, where |T | > 2
2. period p = t1 - t0
3. for(i=2 to n) {
if[(ti - ti−1) 6= p] then there is no pattern
}
There is a pattern
Applying the algorithm to {10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 40sec, 50sec} gives us:
p = t1 - t0 = 20sec - 10sec = 10sec
t2 - t1 = 30sec - 20sec = 10sec = p
t3 - t2 = 40sec - 30sec = 10sec = p
t4 - t3 = 50sec - 40sec = 10sec = p
There is a pattern.
Unfortunately, time series data is never this simple. In the search for frequency patterns two
complexities must be considered. The first is noise, and the second is frequency fluctuation.
We will address each in turn.
3.2 Challenges
3.2.1 Noisy Data
A time series may be a noisy data set. In other words, there may be multiple patterns in
the set and some of the data may not be part of some or any of the patterns. Consider the
following two time series data sets:
12
X: {10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 33sec, 40sec, 50sec}
Y: {10sec, 13sec, 20sec, 26sec, 30sec, 39sec, 40sec}
In X, the time 33sec is noise. The set X contains one pattern, namely, {10sec, 20sec, 30sec,
40sec, 50sec} (period = 10sec, length = 4), and the value 33sec is not part of that pattern. The
set Y is noisy because it contains two patterns, namely, {10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 40sec} (period
= 10sec, length = 3) and {13sec, 26sec, 39sec} (period = 13sec, length = 2). We apply our
previous algorithm to X.
p = t1 - t0 = 20sec - 10sec = 10sec
t2 - t1 = 30sec - 20sec = 10sec = p
t3 - t2 = 33sec - 30sec = 3sec 6= p
There is no pattern.
Clearly this is incorrect. We now construct a brute force version of the previous algorithm
that handles noisy data sets.
1. Do steps 2 and 3 for every subset in Time Series T, |T | > 2
2. p = t1 - t0
3. for(i=2 to n) {
if[(ti - ti−1) 6= p] then there is no pattern
}
There is a pattern.
Unfortunately, it can be very costly to examine every possible subset. Consider time series T
where |T | = n and subset C where C ⊆ T. We can represent C as a binary string B, where |B|
= |T | and bi ∈ B corresponds to ti ∈ T.
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Table 3.1 Representing a time series subset as a binary string.
T = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}
C = {10, 15, 30}
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
T 5 10 15 20 25 30
C 10 15 30
BC 0 1 1 0 0 1
BC {011001}
We build a binary string for C as follows:
for(i=0 to n) {
if(ti ∈ C) bi = 1
else bi = 0
}
Table 3.1 shows time series T and C, where C ⊆ T. The first and second rows in the
table show the values in T and C respectively. The third row shows Bc (the binary string
representation of subset C). In the first (leftmost) column we see that 5 (t0) is not in C, so we
put a 0 in the leftmost position in Bc. In the second column we see that 10 (t1) is in C, so we
put a 1 in the corresponding location in Bc. In this manner we can represent every subset of
T as a binary string whose length is equal to |T |. In general, for time series T with length n,
the number of possible subsets in T is equal to the number of different binary strings of length
n. That is, 2n. The Optimization Concepts section discusses ways to decrease the number of
subsets that need to be checked.
3.2.2 Frequency Fluctuation
Now let us consider frequency fluctuation. We begin by discussing the source of the time
values in our time series data. The data created by any network program is broken up into
smaller pieces, called packets, before it enters a network. Programs that exhibit periodic
activity produce and transmit packets according to a corresponding frequency. The way we
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determine a program exhibits periodic activity is by examining the timing patterns of the
packets the program transmits. Unfortunately, packets do not contain timing information.
The timing information associated with a packet is generated by the device that monitors or
captures it. As a result, there will always be a discrepancy between a program’s intended
frequency pattern and its measured frequency pattern. Further, the discrepancy amount can
vary from packet to packet. Discrepancies can occur for many reasons. The most common is
the lag between the moment a program initiates a packet transmission and the moment the
packet is assigned a time value by a capture device. There are a number of factors that affect
the lag which we will now discuss.
1. When a capture device is not on the monitored host the packet must traverse a network
before being assigned a time value.
(a) Two packets originating from the same program can travel different routes which
results in differences in travel distance and in the number of routers each packet
passes through.
(b) Two packets traveling the same path but at different times may have different
traversal times due to network congestion and differing queuing delays at the routers
passed through.
2. The current processing load of the monitored host, intermediate routers, and capture
device, determine how quickly a packet can be processed. The packet processing speed
is as dynamic as the hardware processing load.
3. Clock skew can cause a program to run faster or slower than intended. This has the
effect of momentarily increasing or decreasing the program’s frequency pattern by some
random amount [12].




We begin with three assumptions.
1. Every time series can be a noisy data set.
2. Every element in a time series could be part of a pattern.
3. Because of assumption 2, every element in a time series includes an inherent and varying
positive or negative shift from its original intended frequency pattern.
Obviously, the shift amount mentioned in assumption 3 is unknown, so we start by guessing
the maximum shift s for all time values in the set. Shift s is a positive number representing a
maximum shift in either the positive or negative direction. Suppose we have an assigned time
value (assigned by a capture device) of time 60sec and we guess that the maximum shift is
±1 second. This means we must consider the possibility that the ’intended’ time value before
the shift could have been anywhere between time 59sec and time 61sec inclusive (i.e. [59,61]).
Following is an example that aims to clarify the notion of a shift and how it must be considered.
Suppose a program transmits a packet every 10 seconds. Starting at time 0 and given a
50 second duration, {0sec, 10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 40sec, 50sec} is the Intended Time Series (ITS)
for the first 6 packets transmitted by the program. At these times the program tries to get the
packets ’out the door,’ but, due to clock skew and other network factors, the remote capture
device assigns time values that are shifted in varying amounts from the ITS. A possible set of
times assigned by the capture device to those same 6 packets is assumed to be: {2sec, 9sec,
20sec, 32sec, 41sec, 48sec}. We call this the Actual Time Series (ATS). Shifts this large are
unlikely, but are used here for ease of computation.
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Table 3.2 Determining the Actual Shift using the Intended Time Series
and the Actual Time Series.
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
ITS 0 10 20 30 40 50
ATS 2 9 20 32 41 48
Actual Shift +2 -1 0 +2 +1 -2
Table 3.2 shows the amount of shift for each corresponding time value in the ITS and ATS
data sets just mentioned. Now suppose we assume the maximum shift was ±1 second. Table
3.3 shows the results of working backwards from the ATS while considering a maximum shift
of ±1 second.
Table 3.3 Calculating the EITS using an estimated maximum shift of ±1.
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
Assumed Maximum Shift ±1 ±1 ±1 ±1 ±1 ±1
ATS 2 9 20 32 41 48
Estimated Intended Time Series (EITS) [1,3] [8,10] [19,21] [31,33] [40,42] [47,49]
Original Intended Time Series (OITS) 0 10 20 30 40 50
The final row in Table 3.3 is the OITS. The EITS row gives the possible range for each
ti in the OITS. We can see that some of the values in the OITS are not in the ranges of the
EITS. This means these values experienced a shift greater than ±1. Going back to Table 3.2
we can see that the maximum shift was actually ±2. Table 3.4 shows the EITS created while
assuming a maximum shift of ±2. Now we see that all the values in the OITS are within the
corresponding ranges of the EITS.
Table 3.4 Calculating the EITS using an estimated maximum shift of ±2.
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
Assumed Maximum Shift ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2
ATS 2 9 20 32 41 48
EITS [0,4] [7,11] [18,22] [30,34] [39,43] [46,50]
OITS 0 10 20 30 40 50
When working with real data we will have to settle for an estimate of the maximum shift in
a time series. Picking a good estimate is extremely important because if it is too small we will
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miss patterns with a larger shift (false negatives), and if it is too large we will find patterns that
are not really there (false positives). In Chapter 4 we discuss some of our findings regarding
optimal shift values, and in Chapter 5 we will propose ideas for making better estimations.
3.3.2 Description of a Pattern
In our approach, finding a pattern means three things:
1. We have an estimated maximum shift of ±s.
2. We know the entire range of possible periods for the OITS.
3. The length of the pattern is greater than or equal to our chosen threshold.
Before giving an example, we give the definitions for Range and Period.
Range : Given maximum shift ±s and time t,
tr (the range of t) = [tL, tH ] where tL = t - s and tH = t + s.
Period : Given time series T, and maximum shift ±s for every ti in T, if ∃ an x ∈ tr0 (the
range of t0) s.t. x + p ∈ tr1, and x + 2p ∈ tr2, . . . , and x + np ∈ trn, then p is a period of T.
In the following example, assume the time series is free of noise.
Let T = {4, 11, 16, 20}
We now search for a pattern in T using an estimated maximum shift of s = ±1 second.
t0 = 4 → tr0 = [3,5]
t1 = 11 → tr1 = [10,12]
t2 = 16 → tr2 = [15,17]
t3 = 20 → tr3 = [19,21]
According to the definition of a period, we can say p is a valid period if we can find some x ∈
tr0 [3,5] s.t. x + p ∈ [10,12], and x + 2p ∈ [15,17], and x + 3p ∈ [19,21]. We start by picking
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a value for x ∈ [3,5], and a value for p. Our algorithm provides an initial good guess for p. We
will describe the algorithm shortly, but for now assume we have a good guess for p.
Try p = 5 and x = 5.
5 ∈ [3,5]
5+1 · 5 = 10 ∈ [10,12]
5+2 · 5 = 15 ∈ [15,17] and
5+3 · 5 = 20 ∈ [19,21]
In this case p = 5 is a period of T when using a maximum shift of s = ±1 second. Now let us
try different values for p and x. Let p = 5.5 and x = 4.5.
4.5 ∈ [3,5]
4.5 + 1 · 5.5 = 10 ∈ [10,12]
4.5 + 2 · 5.5 = 15.5 ∈ [15,17] and
4.5 + 3 · 5.5 = 21 ∈ [19,21]
In this case p = 5.5 is also a period of T when considering a maximum shift of s = ±1 sec.
In this example we found two valid periods for the time series. In reality, we found a range
containing an infinite number of valid periods. The period range is at least [4.5,5] (it could be
larger), which means that every real number ∈ [4.5,5] is a valid period. Our algorithm finds
the entire range of valid periods associated with a pattern.
Pattern : A pattern has three parameters:
1. P: valid period range P where P = [PL, PH ]
2. s: maximum shift ±s
3. L: pattern length where L ≥ threshold
Given a maximum shift ±s, and time series T and C, where C ⊆ T, if there exists a valid
period range P for C, then we call the triplet (P, s, L) a pattern in T.
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3.4 Objective
Given a possibly noisy time series T, an estimated maximum shift ±s, and an arbitrary
pattern-length threshold, create an algorithm that finds every pattern in T whose length is
greater than or equal to the chosen threshold.
3.5 Two-phase Approach
Given a time series T containing n time values, T has 2n subsets. We need to test every







subsets. For large n, it is not possible to test every subset. The number of possible periods for
a candidate subset depends on the period’s precision. Given pr (an estimate of the possible
range of periods given in seconds), and a period that is precise to the ith decimal place, there
are pr ·10i possible periods. As the number of decimal points of precision approaches infinity
so does the number of possible periods. With a large n and a very precise p, the number of
possibilities is daunting.
Our approach is divided into two phases, Elimination and Verification. The ordering of
the phases will be discussed in the Overall Algorithm section of this chapter. The Elimination
phase can quickly reject many subsets that do not contain a pattern, and it provides the
Verification phase a good estimate of the period range. The Verification phase determines
whether a given subset actually contains a pattern and, if so, the pattern’s entire period range.
3.5.1 Elimination
This phase can quickly reject many subsets that do not contain a pattern without having
to test them against any specific periods. The concept is to determine, for some subset C, the
period range for every pair of consecutive time values in C, then determine whether each of
those period ranges has some overlap.
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Table 3.5 The Elimination phase correctly does not reject subset C.
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[3,5] [10,12] [15,17] [19,21]





Table 3.5 gives an example. We begin by determining tr0. Because a shift of ±1 was
chosen, we find tr0 by adding and subtracting 1 from t0. The result is [t0L , t0H ] = [3,5], as can
be seen in the tri row. The same is done for t1, t2, and t3. Next, the period range for every pair
of neighboring time values is calculated. The period range for (t0, t1) is [5,9] as can be seen in
the pri,i+1 row. We get 5 by subtracting t0H from t1L (10-5), and we get 9 by subtracting t0L
from t1H (12-3). The range [5,9] essentially says that for {t0,t1} ∈ subset C, if C has a pattern,









Figure 3.1 For p to be a valid period for tj and tk, PL ≤ p ≤ PH must be
true.
Figure 3.1 shows PL and PH for neighboring time values tj and tk. Notice that if p < PL,
there is no x in trj s.t. x+p ∈ trk; x+p will always be less than trk. Also note that if p > PH ,
there is no x in trj s.t. x+p ∈ trk; x+p will always be greater than trk. The final step is to
determine if there is any overlap common to all the period ranges. The easiest way to do this
is to use the greatest lower bound of all the period ranges, and the smallest upper bound of









































Figure 3.2 We use the greatest lower bound and the smallest upper bound
to determine [PL, PH ].
We will prove shortly that if there is a valid period p for a subset, p must be in [PL, PH ].
Therefore, if PH < PL, we can reject that subset. In Table 3.5, [PL, PH ] = [5,6], so we cannot
reject the subset.
Table 3.6 The Elimination phase correctly rejects subset C.
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[3,5] [11,13] [15,17] [23,25]









Table 3.6 shows that a subset without a pattern may be rejected, and Table 3.7 shows that
a subset without a pattern may not always be rejected (false positive). False positives can
occur because the approach assumes we can pick any value in a given range, when in fact the
options are limited by the choice of where to start in tr0.
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Table 3.7 The Elimination phase incorrectly does not reject subset C.
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For example, Table 3.7 shows that subset C may have a pattern, and if so, the period range
is in the range [8,8]. Notice that 8 is the upper bound of the period range for t2, t3. This
means we have to pick the lowest value in tr2 (14) in order for the sum 14+8 = 22 to still be
in tr3. However, in actually testing the value p=8, we are not able to use the lowest value in
tr2. Here is why; let us start with the lowest value in tr0 (2).
1. 2+p = 2+8 = 10 ∈ tr1
2. 10+p = 10+8 = 18 ∈ tr2
3. 18+p = 18+8 = 26 /∈ tr3
In line 3 we ’pick’ the value 18 in tr2. We need to pick a lower value in tr2, but we are
restricted by the sums in lines 1 and 2. This dynamic is ignored and is the reason for false
positives.
We now give a mathematical description of the Elimination phase, followed by a proof that
it has a false negative rate of 0%.











where ti is the ith time value and
tiH = ti + s and
tiL = ti − s and.
If PH < PL, C does not contain a pattern.
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3.5.2 Correctness of Elimination phase
Theorem 3.1. The Elimination phase has no false negatives (i.e. the false negative rate is
0%).
Proof for Theorem 3.1 : We show that for any time series subset C, if PH < PL, there
can be no valid period and we can reject C. That is, if PH < PL then there is no valid period
p, such that p ∈ [PL, PH ].
By the definition of period, for some x ∈ tr0, x+p ∈ tr1, x+2p ∈ tr2, · · · , x+np ∈ trn.
1. We show by contradiction that p ≥ PL for any valid p.





{ti+1L − tiH}, let PL = [tkL − tk−1H ].
If p < PL, then ∀x ∈ trk−1, x+p < tkL and ∀ x ∈ tr0, x+kp < tkL , therefore x+kp /∈ trk.
Then p is not a period of C, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, if p is a valid period in C, p ≥ PL.
2. We now show by contradiction that p ≤ PH for any valid p.





{ti+1H − tiL}, let PH = [tkH − tk−1L ].
If p > PH , then ∀ x ∈ trk−1, x+p > tkH and ∀ x ∈ tr0, x+kp > tkH , therefore x+kp
/∈ trk.
Then p is not a period of C, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, if p is a valid period in C, p ≤ PH .
From (1) and (2), PL ≤ p ≤ PH . Therefore, if PH < PL, there can be no valid period and
we can reject the time series subset.
3.5.3 Time Complexity
Given subset C, where |C| = n, we perform the following steps to find [PL, PH ] and reject
or accept the subset.
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1. Determine tri for each ti ⇒ 2 subtractions for each tri ⇒ 2n subtractions
2. Determine pr for each i,i+1 pair ⇒ 2 subtractions for each pair ⇒ 2(n-1) subtractions
3. Find the greatest lower bound of all pr ⇒ n-1 comparisons
4. Find the smallest upper bound of all pr ⇒ n-1 comparisons
5. Determine whether PH < PL ⇒ 1 comparison
The total number of operations is 6n-3. The time complexity is O(n).
In practice however, we include an optimization that reduces the time complexity to a con-
stant. The essence of the optimization is that given [PL, PH ] for subset C, where C =
{t0, t1, t2, · · · , tn−1}, it is only necessary to perform steps 1-5 a single time in order to find
[PL, PH ] for subset C’, where C’ = {t0, t1, t2, · · · , tn−1, tn}.
3.5.4 Verification
This phase verifies whether a given subset has a valid range of periods, and if so, what that
period range is. The shift used and the period range [PL, PH ] calculated in the Elimination
phase are used here. We are concerned with determining whether a pattern exists which
includes every ti in subset C, therefore there can be at most one pattern in the subset. Subsets
of the current subset are treated separately. The general idea in this phase is that we do a
binary search in [PL, PH ] and tr0 for < x1, Pmin > and < x2, Pmax > where {x1, x2} ∈ tr0,
and {Pmin, Pmax} ∈ [PL, PH ] s.t.
• Pmin is the minimum p ∈ [PL, PH ] s.t. Pmin is a period of C
• Pmax is the maximum p ∈ [PL, PH ] s.t. Pmax is a period of C
Before going further we define the terms Step, Test, and Round.
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Given subset C where |C| = n, and the pair <x,p> where x ∈ tr0 and p ∈ [PL, PH ] (note
that the x in <x,p> always refers to an x ∈ tr0):
1. Step: For a single i, checking whether x+ip is in tri is a single step. There can be three
outcomes for a single step.
(a) The step passes: that is, x+ip ∈ tri.
(b) The step fails because <x,p> is too small: that is, x+ip < tiL .
(c) The step fails because <x,p> is too large: that is, x+ip > tiH .
2. Test: For a single p and a single x, a single test of <x,p> proceeds as follows:
for(i=0 to n) {






There can be three outcomes for a single test.
(a) The test is successful: that is, ∀ i, x+ip ∈ tri.
(b) <x,p> is too small: The test fails at step i and x+ip < tiL .
(c) <x,p> is too large: The test fails at step i and x+ip > tiH .
At the end of a test we modify x according to the outcome.
3. Round: For a single p and ∀ x ∈ tr0, a single round of tests ends when:
(a) A test is successful.
(b) Every x in tr0 is invalidated and every test is a failure.
At the end of a round we modify p according on the ending state.
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Table 3.8 At the end of a round of tests, we are in one of four states.
State Meaning
1 successful <x,p> test We know ∃ a valid p, but we may not have
the maximum or minimum p yet.
2 x = xH If ∃ a valid p, it must be greater than the current p.
3 x = xL If ∃ a valid p, it must be less than the current p.
4 x ∈ (xL, xH) This always results from a non-strict alternation between
steps 4c and 4d in the pseudo code.
All we can say about the failure of a single test is that the pair < x, p > is too small or too
large. However, it does not necessarily mean that p is too small or too large; maybe we just
need a smaller or larger x.
With each test, the space of x is reduced logarithmically. We continue testing until all x’s
have been invalidated or a test is successful. After each round we are in one of 4 states. Table
3.8 shows the 4 states and their meaning.
Unfortunately, ending in state 4 means that some tests indicate <x,p> is too large and
some indicate <x,p> is too small. How do we know what this means about the size of p?
Should we increase it or decrease it?
Here is our solution for determining whether p is too large or too small when ending in
state 4:
Create and track two variables; an integer called largestI a boolean called tooLarge .
During each round we record the largest i s.t. a test fails at step i.
If i > largestI then,
1. largestI = i
2. If <x,p> is too large then tooLarge = true
3. Else If <x,p> is too small then tooLarge = false
At the end of a round, if we invalidate every x without having a successful test, we use
tooLarge to determine whether p is too large or too small.
Figure 3.3 shows the pseudo code for the Verification phase.
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Given:
     time series subset C,





     estimated maximum shift s:
Let:



























1) Start a new round of tests



















     a) Every x has been invalidated
          i) Every p has been invalidated : stop now
          ii) If ∀ x∈tr
0
, <x,p> is too large, p is too large : P
hi
 = p
          iii) Else if ∀ x∈tr
0
, <x,p> is too small, p is too small : P
lo
 = p
          iv) Else if tooLarge = true, p is too large : P
hi
 = p
          v) Else if tooLarge = false, p is too small : P
lo
 = p
     b) If the test is successful and we are searching for
          i) P
min
, then p is too large : P
hi
 = p
          ii) P
max
, then p is too small :  P
lo
 = p
     c) If <x,p> is too large : x
H
 = x
     d) If <x,p> is too small : x
L
 = x
Figure 3.3 Pseudo code for the Verification phase.
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Table 3.9 Example of the Verification phase. We search for a minimum p
using an estimated maximum shift of ±1.
ti ⇒ 4 11 16 20
tri ⇒ [3,5] [10,12] [15,17] [19,21]
[xL, xH ] x State : Meaning x x+p x+2p x+3p p [PL, PH ]
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14 [5, 5] 5 <x,p> success : min p found 5 10 15 20
We now give two examples in tables 3.9 and 3.10. Table 3.9 demonstrates the search for
a minimum period p in subset C = {4sec, 11sec, 16sec, 20sec}. We have chosen a maximum
shift of s = ±1. The top of the table contains three header rows. The first row shows each
ti ∈ C. The second row shows the calculated range for each ti ∈ C using the shift s = ±1.
Each item in the last header row specifies the contents of each column below. The leftmost
and rightmost columns show the current values, for x and p respectively, that are being tested.
The columns also show the ranges from which x and p are selected. Each row in the table
represents a single test of < x, p >. The columns headed by x, x+p, x+2p, and x+3p show
the intermediate values calculated at each step. Let us walk through the first few lines.
In line 1 we start with x=4 and p=512 . The values for x and p are the midpoint of [xL, xH ]
and [PL, PH ] respectively. We start the test by placing the value for x in the x column. Then
we place the value for x+p in the x+p column and so forth. When the value in a specific
column falls outside the corresponding ti range, shown in the tri row above, the test is a
failure; we modify x appropriately and run another test. In row 1 we see that 4 ∈ [3,5], but 912
/∈ [10,12]. Since 912 is below [10,12], x is too small, and we need to increase x according to our
algorithm and repeat the test. In row 2 we see that 412 ∈ [3,5], 10 ∈ [10,12], 1512 ∈ [15,17], and
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21 ∈ [19,21], therefore the test is successful. This is one of the ending states listed in Table
3.8. Each time a round of <x,p> tests is complete, the ending state and its meaning for p are
listed in the corresponding row under the State column. Whenever a round of <x,p> tests
is complete it is time to adjust the value of p according to the ending state. Because we are
searching for a minimum p, having a successful test means we need to lower p. In row 3 we
have reset the value of x and shown the new value for p. Now we repeat the testing process.
Between rows 9 and 10 and between rows 13 and 14 we have placed ellipses to indicate that
we have skipped a number of rows due to space limitations. Were we to show all the rows, we
would see that p eventually reaches the value 5 as indicated in row 10, and x eventually reaches
the value 5 as indicated in row 14. As shown in the p column in row 10, every value for p has
been invalidated other than the value 5. The same is true for x in row 14. This means that
when the round is complete in row 14, we have finished our search for the minimum p. Had
the ending state in row 14 been something other than a successful test we would have learned
that subset C contains no pattern. However, the test was successful, so we conclude that the
minimum p is 5.
We will not go through a rigorous explanation of Table 3.10, however we will make a
comment on the numbers highlighted in red in the ’x+5p’ column.
Let us look at the tests preceding row 28. Were we to include every row represented by
the ellipses between rows 27 and 28, we would see the pair <x,p> infinitely alternate between
being too large and too small. This is where the variable tooLarge is used. The numbers
highlighted in red in rows 19-28, correspond to the largest value of i reached during this round
of <x,p> tests. Because the values in red are too small, the variable tooLarge equals false,
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.5 Correctness of Verification phase
We start with some definitions:
• A successful <x,p> test is one in which for i=0 to n, x+ip ∈ tri.
• <x,p> is too large when the test fails at step i because x+ip > tiH .
• <x,p> is too small when the test fails at step i because x+ip < tiL .
• Every value in tr0 is valid, and ∀ i > 0,
the valid values in tri are a subset of (the valid values in tri−1) + p.
The Verification phase is based on the following lemmas:
Lemma 1 : For x,x’ ∈ tr0, if <x,p> is too large then ∀ x’ > x, <x’,p> is also too large.
Lemma 2 : For x,x’ ∈ tr0, if <x,p> is too small then ∀ x’ < x, <x’,p> is also too small.
Lemma 3 : For p and ∀ x ∈ tr0, if <x,p> is too large then p is too large (i.e. ∃ no p’
≥ p s.t. p’ is a valid period).
Lemma 4 : For p and ∀ x ∈ tr0, if <x,p> is too small then p is too small (i.e. ∃ no p’
≤ p s.t. p’ is a valid period).
Lemma 5 : If an <x,p> test is successful and we are searching for Pmin, then p is too
large.
Lemma 6 : If an <x,p> test is successful and we are searching for Pmax, then p is too
small.
At the completion of one round of unsuccessful tests, if there was at least one <x,p>
that was too large and one <x,p> that was too small, we apply the following lemmas to
determine whether p is too large or too small.
Lemma 7 : p is too large if, for the largest i s.t. the test fails at step i, <x,p> is
too large (i.e. ∃ no p’ ≥ p s.t. p’ is a valid period).
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Lemma 8 : p is too small if, for the largest i s.t. the test fails at step i, <x,p> is
too small (i.e. ∃ no p’ ≤ p s.t. p’ is a valid period).
Lemma 9 : Both Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 cannot be true for the same i.
The correctness of Lemmas 1-6 is based on the transitive property of inequalities. We will
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Figure 3.4 This test fails at step 1 because <x,p> is too small.
Figure 3.4 depicts one <x,p> test using four consecutive time values t0, t1, t2, and t3.
Extending in both directions from each time value is a line indicating the range for each. In
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Figure 3.5 The two red tests fail because <x,p> is too small and the blue
and green tests fail because <x,p> is too large.
Figure 3.5 shows the same scenario, but with four tests instead of one. This time we see
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Figure 3.6 These arcs demonstrate that the greatest i s.t. <x,p> fails at
step i is for i=3. These tests fail because <x,p> is too large.
Figure 3.6 shows the same scenario again, but this time showing the results for every
possible test as a series of rainbow-like arcs. These arcs aim to map the valid values in one
range to the values in the next. The first arc maps tr0 to [25,35]. The mapping is the result
of adding p to each value in tr0. In this case, the valid values in each range are as follows:
1. tr0 ⇒ [0,10]
2. tr1 ⇒ [32,35]
3. tr2 ⇒ [57,60]
4. tr3 ⇒ none
Note three key elements in Figure 3.6.
1. The first arc falls partially inside tr1 and partially short of tr1. The portion that falls
short of tr1 represents a range of x’s s.t. <x,p> is too small.
2. The third arc falls completely above tr3. This arc represents a range of x’s s.t. <x,p> is
too large.
3. The largest i s.t. <x,p> fails at step i is i=3. When i=3, the <x,p> tests fail because
<x,p> is too large.
These three elements are the three qualifiers for principle 5a. Note that the valid values
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Figure 3.7 These arcs demonstrate that the greatest i s.t. <x,p> fails at
step i is for i=3. These tests fail because <x,p> is too small.
Figure 3.7 shows an example of Lemma 8; some <x,p> pairs are too large, some are too
small, and the largest i s.t. <x,p> fails at step i is when <x,p> is too small. Note in this
figure, that the valid values in tr1 not only result in tests that fail because <x,p> is too small,
but they are also the highest values in tr1.
Based on these observations, we now list the characteristics of the valid values in tri.
1. If <x,p> fails at step i because <x,p> is too small AND
(a) at least one test fails at step j, where j > i, then there are no values in tri less than
the valid values in tri.
(b) no tests fail at step j, where j > i, then there are no valid values in tri.
2. If <x,p> fails at step i because <x,p> is too large AND
(a) at least one test fails at step j, where j > i, then there are no values in tri greater
than the valid values in tri.
(b) no tests fail at step j, where j > i, then there are no valid values in tri.
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Proof for Lemma 7 : We show by contradiction:
1. Using the largest i s.t. <x,p> fails at step i because <x,p> is too small, note that there
are no values in tri lower than the valid values in tri. Because i is the largest i for this
case, we know all the valid values in tri eventually result in failed tests due to <x,p>
being too large.
2. Suppose p’ is a valid period and p’ > p, there are two situations relative to tri.
(a) <x,p’> fails at some j < i
(b) <x,p’> is successful up to step i
i. x+ip’ ≥ the valid values in tri
ii. valid values in tri eventually fail because <x,p> is too large
iii. because p’ > p, <x,p’> will eventually fail for being too large
3. <x,p’> fails in every case, so p’ cannot be a valid period which is a contradiction
4. therefore, if ∃ a valid p ∈ [PL, PH ], p’ < p



















Figure 3.8 Because |tri|= |trj | ∀ i,j, we know that when two ranges overlap,
the non-overlapping portions are equal in size.
Proof for Lemma 9 : We show by contradiction:
Given any i and j, there are two situations.
1. The shift ranges for tri and trj do not overlap.
The principle is true because for any i and j, |tri| = |trj |.
2. The shift ranges for tri and trj overlap.
(a) Figure 3.8 shows that, because |tri| = |trj |, the portions of each range that do not
overlap(w1, w2) are also equal(w1 = w2).
(b) If <x,p> fails at step i for being too large then x+(i-1)p ∈ tri−1 and p > w2.
(c) Then pick an x’ < x.
(d) If <x’,p> fails at step i for being too small then x’+(i-1)p ∈ tri−1 and p < w1.
(e) w2 < p < w1
(f) However, we know w1 = w2, so we have a contradiction.
Theorem 3.2. The Verification phase has the following properties:
1. It has no false negatives (i.e. the false negative rate is 0%).
2. It has no false positives (i.e. the false positive rate is 0%).
3. If [Pmin, Pmax] is the period range for time series subset C (Pmin and Pmax are generated
by the Verification phase), then ∀ p ∈ [Pmin, Pmax] p is a valid period of C.
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Table 3.11 Correspondence between Lemmas 1-9 and the psuedo code com-
ponents for the Verification phase.











Table 3.11 shows the correspondence between Lemmas 1-9 and the pseudo code components
in Figure 3.3.
Proof for Theorem 3.2 :
1. During the Verification phase time series subset C has no pattern when we invalidate all
p ∈ [PL, PH ], which is generated in the Elimination phase. At the end of each round
of tests we use Lemmas 3-8 to modify p s.t. we invalidate a portion of [PL, PH ]. If no
tests are successful we progressively invalidate all of [PL, PH ]. Hence, there are no false
negatives.
2. There exists a pattern in times series subset C when we have a successful test. By
definition, a test is only successful when p is a valid period. Therefore there are no false
positives.
3. Given time series subset C, Pmax is the maximum valid period in C. We know it is a
valid period because it results in a successful test. We know it is the maximum because
we have invalidated all periods with larger values using Lemmas 3-8.
Pmin is the minimum valid period in C. We know it is a valid period because it results
in a successful test. We know it is the minimum because we have invalidated all periods
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with smaller values using Lemmas 3-8.
We now show by contradiction that every p ∈ [Pmin, Pmax] is a valid period in C. Assume
there exists a p such that p ∈ [Pmin, Pmax] and p is not a valid period in C. Then p must
be either too large or too small. By Lemmas 3 and 7, if p is too large and p’ > p then
p’ is also too large. However, this contradicts the fact that Pmax > p and we know Pmax
is a valid period in C. By Lemmas 4 and 8, if p is too small and p’ < p then p’ is also
too small. However, this contradicts the fact that Pmin < p and we know Pmin is a valid
period in C. Hence, by contradiction, p cannot be too large or too small, therefore it
must be a valid period in C.
3.5.6 Time Complexity
We now discuss the time complexity of this phase. The essence of this phase is that we
search for the best value of p in an outer loop, and we search for the best value of x in an
inner loop. In both loops we perform a binary search, thus we logarithmically decrease the
search space with each iteration. The number of iterations in each loop depends entirely on
the precision of our data and the size of the search space. In practice we use data that is
precise to the microsecond. The search space for x is xH − xL and the search space for p is
PH − PL. The worst-case time complexity for the inner loop is when we check each element
in the subset each time we go through the loop. The time complexity in that case then is
nlog(1000000(xH −xL)), where n equals the number of elements in the subset. Because we are
only doing one comparison each time through the loop in order to determine whether to raise
or lower p, the time complexity of the outer loop is log(1000000(PH − PL)). The overall time
complexity then is nlog(1000000(xH − xL))·log(1000000(PH − PL)), which is O(n).
3.6 Optimization Concepts
We know the time complexity for a given subset is O(n), where n is the size of the subset.
Since there are 2N subsets, where N is the size of the time series, the worst-case time complexity
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for the complete time series is O(2N ). Fortunately, our method benefits from two general
concepts that allow us to specify that there are no patterns in a group of subsets once we
identify a single subset that does not contain a pattern.
3.6.1 Concept 1
Determining that one subset does not contain a pattern results in a group of subsets being
eliminated. Suppose we have the following time series: D = {10sec, 13sec, 16sec, 19sec, 27sec,
34sec}. Once we recognize that the subset C = {10sec, 13sec, 19sec} (C ⊆ D)does not contain
a pattern, we do not need to check any other subsets that ’contain’ C. To ’contain’ C, C must
appear unchanged. Given E1 and E2 that are subsets of D,
E1 = {10sec, 13sec, 19sec, 27sec} ⇒ C is in E1
E2 = {10sec, 13sec, 16sec, 19sec} ⇒ C is not in E2
If C does not contain a pattern, no value added to the beginning or end of C can result in
a pattern. However, as E2 shows, it is possible to create a subset with a pattern by adding a
value in the middle of a subset that does not contain a pattern.
3.6.2 Concept 2
Given time series T = {10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 43sec, 57sec, 70sec} and C ⊆ T, C = {10sec,
20sec, 30sec}, which contains a pattern with a period of 10 seconds, we try to extend C by
creating subset C’ = {10sec, 20sec, 30sec, 43sec}. We can tell that C’ does not contain a
pattern because the time between 30sec and 43sec is greater than the period of 10 seconds.
Because the time series is sorted in ascending order, we know that all subsequent time values
will also result in time gaps that are larger than the period. Therefore we need not test any
more extensions to C.
3.7 Overall Algorithm
We now describe how the Elimination and Verification phases work together in our al-
gorithm. Our overall approach is to eliminate as many subsets as possible before doing any
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verification. This is because it is much faster to eliminate a subset than it is to verify it.
In general, we do this by trying to eliminate a small subset first. If we cannot, we add one
element to the subset and try again. Eventually we will either run out of elements to add to
the subset, or we will find a subset that we can eliminate. As noted in the previous section,
when we eliminate one subset we also eliminate all subsets that build on that subset. We do a
verification on a subset once we have eliminated all the subsets that build on it, or there are
no more elements to add to it.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTATION
4.1 Introduction
We now report on our testing results for various data sets. We begin with a discussion
of the input our algorithm expects and the output it produces. Our algorithm can analyze
any time series it is given. Our implementation however, evaluates time series data sets after
partitioning them by unique src/dest pairs. Our algorithm expects time series data sets that
are sorted in ascending order, however, in our implementation time series data sets need not
be sorted because we do a quicksort on each one before analyzing it. We assume each time
value corresponds to the initial connection between a unique src/dest pair.
Table 4.1 shows example output. Each row represents one pattern found in the data set.
Although the input is partitioned by unique src/dest pair, the output is not. If a file includes
multiple sources or destinations, the patterns found in time series data sets for different src/dest
pairs will be placed in the same output pool and will be sorted by score. In this example the
score is equal to the pattern length; the score could also be the magnitude of the period. Each
row of output includes rank, src/dest pair, period range, length, a value indicating whether
the pattern is still alive, and a list of all the time values that are part of the pattern.
Because each data set represents a finite block of time, it is possible for a single pattern to
run across multiple contiguous data sets. A ’1’ in the ’Alive’ column of the output indicates that
that pattern may continue in a contiguous data set. In a real-time setting, this information
allows us to anticipate the next time a program will make an outbound connection. We
determine whether a pattern is still alive by adding the period to the last time value in the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We use three data sets: synthetic time series data generated by a Synthesizer tool; synthetic
traffic generated by Nmap and captured by Ethereal; and real anonymized outbound network
summary data provided by LLNL.
Our Synthesizer tool is able to generate random and periodic data. We can create time
series data sets for multiple sources, and for multiple destinations for each source. Each src/dest
pair can include random time values and one or more patterns. For each pattern we specify
the pattern’s length L, period p, and a maximum shift s.
A pattern is created in the following manner:
1. r = random number
2. for(i=0 to L) {
ti = r + ip + (random number ∈ [-s,+s])
}
The time series data sets for all src/dest pairs are written to a single file sorted by time
value in ascending order. Each record contains time, source address, and destination address.
Table 4.3-A shows the parameters for the seven Synthesizer data sets used during testing.
In the Type row, R indicates random time values, and P indicates periodic time values. For
random time values, the length parameter indicates the number of random numbers generated.
In generating the Ethereal/Nmap data sets we utilized three different computers. Two in
a typical home environment, and one in an Iowa State University student office. We designate
the three computers as Ethereal 1, Ethereal 2, and Ethereal 3. Table 4.2 gives the specifications
for these three machines.
We used Nmap to generate periodic data by giving it a delay between each port scan for a
specific destination. Ethereal was set up to capture only the Syn packets generated by Nmap.
The data was generated and captured while the machines were used as they typically are every
day. These data sets are not noisy; they contain only the periodic data generated by Nmap.
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Table 4.2 Computer specifications for the Ethereal/Nmap data sets.
Ethereal 1 Ethereal 2 Ethereal 3
Windows XP Windows XP Windows XP
2.60 GHz 1.50 GHz 2.53 GHz
512 MB Ram 256 MB Ram 512 MB Ram
Our third data set was obtained from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
It is a portion of the summary records generated by the Department of Energy (DOE) between
2/1/2006 and 2/23/2006. The data is divided into two groups. The first group contains records
which the DOE identified as exhibiting periodic-like behavior. Whether the second group
contains periodic activity is unknown. The summary records contain outbound connections
made by DOE laboratory computers. Due to the sensitivity of the information, the data was
anonymized before being given to us. Each record is a summary of one connection and, among
other things, contains the src/dest pair that participated in the communication, the src and
dest ports, the duration of the connection, and the time the last packet was transmitted by
the source machine. For this data, each time series is comprised of the start time for each
connection, which is computed by subtracting the duration from the end time.
4.3 Testing Approach
Our testing approach was to analyze each data set many times, using different parameters
in each run. For each test we recorded how long the test took, the number of results in the
output, and whether the known patterns were successfully identified. The tables included in
this paper contain only a small portion of the tests we ran, but we have included results from
each of the data sets. In Table 4.3-C we find the testing results for the Synthesizer 5, 6, and 7
data sets. The far left column of data, in the Synthesizer 5 group, shows the parameters and
results for one test. We can see that we used a value of 0.07sec for the Shift parameter, a value
of 5 for the pattern length threshold, and a value of 1.1sec for the minimum period parameter.
The next few values indicate that the duration of the test was zero seconds, and there were 4
results in the output. The final two values indicate the number of known patterns in the data
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and how many of those patterns were found.
Suppose there is a known pattern in our data of length 10 and period 25 sec. If we find
a pattern of length 6 and period 25sec, we have not found the known pattern, we have likely
found only a portion of it. Tables 4.3-B and 4.3-C give the results for the Synthesizer data
sets. Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 give the results for the Ethereal/Nmap data sets. Tables 4.7, 4.8,
and 4.9 give the results for the LLNL data sets. In each test we varied one of three parameters.
1. Shift: This value is given in seconds and indicates the amount of shift we are willing to
tolerate in our search. Suppose we have a pattern with a shift of ±2 seconds. If we select
a shift s ≥ 2 we should find the pattern. If we select a shift s < 2 we should either find
only a portion of the pattern or none of it.
2. Threshold: This is the pattern length threshold. Suppose we have a pattern of length
10. If our threshold L ≥ 10, we will find the pattern, otherwise we will not.
3. minPeriod: This value is given in seconds and indicates the minimum value we will
tolerate in the output for the upper bound of a period range. Suppose we have a pattern
with a period range of [10,10.5], if our minPeriod value is 11, this pattern will not be
found in the results.
Later in this chapter we will give our findings related to the shift and minPeriod parameters.
Table 4.7 is slightly different from the other result tables. Since we do not know what patterns
are in the LLNL data set we have omitted the ’# Patterns in Data’ and ’# Patterns Found’
rows. Instead we have included the value for the longest pattern found in the test, and the
approximate period for that pattern.
4.4 Results
We are very pleased with the results of our testing. We verified that, with the right
parameters, our algorithm has a false negative rate of 0%. It successfully identified every
pattern in the data sets in which the patterns were known (Synthesizer, Ethereal/Nmap). The
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Figure 4.1 Relationship between the data density and the estimated max-
imum shift.
from less than a second to many hours. In general though, we were able to find parameters
that produced a low run-time and the correct results.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Elimination phase has a false negative rate of
0%. Unfortunately, it has a false positive rate around 95%. In practice, however, this is not a
problem because the phase also has a rejection rate above 99%. The rejection rate indicates
the percentage of all the subsets that make it past the Elimination phase to the Verification
phase. During testing, the greatest number of subsets evaluated by the Verification phase was
1.6 million, which was less than 1% of the 21252 total subsets. Although the number of verified
subsets was less than 1% of the total number of subsets, this particular test still took 2 hours.
With reasonable parameters (shift, length threshold, and minPeriod), the number of subsets
that make it to the Verification phase is less than 60000, which produces run-times less than
one second. The run-time is directly proportional to the number of subsets that make it to
the Verification phase, so an efficient Elimination phase is very important.
Overall, the biggest challenge is in trying to achieve a low false positive rate for the complete
algorithm. By a false positive, we do not mean that our algorithm made an error. Every pattern
in the output is actually a pattern. We define a false positive as finding a pattern that was not
created by a program running on a periodic basis. False positives are typically the result of
selecting a poor value for the maximum shift, but can also be the bad luck of having random
data accidentally create a pattern. Choosing a maximum shift that is too large can not only
generate a lot of false positives, it can also dramatically reduce performance. Figure 4.1 shows
why.
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The diagram shows a series of times t0 through t14. We are trying to see if there are
any patterns that begin with t0. The bar beneath the times that connect t0 to t4, t4 to t6,
and so forth, represent the current period being evaluated. The period is determined simply
by subtracting t0 from t4; then we look for patterns that begin with {t0, t4}. Suppose we
have the subset {t0, t4, t6, t9, t13} that the Elimination phase has not eliminated. Above each
ti in the subset is the shift range for that time value. Note that the shift range for each
ti encompasses multiple time values. That is, the shift range for t4 encompasses t3, the shift
range for t6 encompasses t7, and so forth. This essentially means that if we have not eliminated
{t0, t4, t6, t9, t13}, we will not be able to eliminate any subset combination that includes the ti
values encompassed by the shift ranges. We will have to evaluate each one. In this case we
will have to evaluate the following possible subset combinations:
{t0|t1, t3|t4, t6|t7, t9|t10, t12|t13}
In other words we must evaluate all subset combinations where either t0 or t1 could be the
first element, and where either t3 or t4 could be the second element, and so forth. Since there
are two possibilities at each position in the subset, we will end up evaluating 2n combinations,
where n is the size of the subset. If there were 3 possibilities at each position we would
evaluate 3n combinations; 4 possibilities = 4n combinations. The number of possibilities
directly corresponds to the relationship between the shift value and the density of the data
set. We define density in the following manner:
Data set A is more dense than data set B if
1. tA0 = tB0 , tAn = tBn , and |A| > |B|, or
2. |A| = |B|, and (tAn - tA0) < (tBn - tB0).
When the shift value is large and the data is dense, each shift range may encompass many
time values. This can result in the evaluation of a massive number of combinations. Even
though only one of the subset combinations may actually contain a pattern, it is likely that
a number of the other combinations will pass the Verification phase. It would be nice to
minimize the number of false positives produced in this manner, unfortunately, we have no






















































Figure 4.2 When shift ranges overlap, encompassed time values must be
tested at multiple positions in the subset.
The problem can actually get much worse if we are evaluating a period that is smaller than
the shift range. When this happens, the shift ranges of two or more consecutive time values
in the subset will overlap. In these cases specific time values may be encompassed by two or
more shift ranges. This means that those time values must be considered as possibilities in
multiple positions in the subset. Figure 4.2 shows an example. This particular problem can
be prevented by ensuring the shift ranges do not overlap. We have done this in all our tests
by setting the minimum period parameter to be greater than twice the shift value (minPeriod
≥ 2·shift).
Ideally we would like to use an optimal maximum shift, which is the smallest value just
large enough to find all the patterns. In our Synthesizer data sets the optimal shift is equal to
the largest shift value for the known patterns. The optimal shift values for the Ethereal/Nmap
data sets can be seen in Table 4.4. Our initial theory was that the maximum shift would be
around 0.5 seconds, but in our tests the optimal shift is much smaller.
Note that although the optimal shift values are quite small, they fluctuate from test to test
even on the same machine. We surmise that the optimal shift would increase if the machines
were under a heavier load or the capture device were not on the monitored host. Nevertheless,
the low optimal shifts are promising because they indicate that it is possible to use small shift
values that improve processing time while avoiding a high false positive rate. Unfortunately,
a high number of false positives can also result from a maximum shift that is too small. Table
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Table 4.4 We show the optimal shift for each of the Ethereal data sets.
Notice the difference between the period range and the intended
period for a specific optimal shift.
A
Ethereal 1A-1E Findings
Data Set Intended Period Length Optimal Shift Period Range
A 2.3 sec 10 0.000110 [2.312364, 2.312374]
B 2.3 sec 208 0.002192 [2.312366, 2.312366]
C 13.0 sec 10 0.000095 [13.014876, 13.014877]
D 13.0 sec 203 0.000463 [13.014876, 13.014876]
E 1200.0 sec 15 0.021148 [1199.941241, 1199.941243]
B
Ethereal 2A-2E Findings
Data Set Intended Period Length Optimal Shift Period Range
A 2.3 sec 10 0.000053 [2.303314, 2.303316]
B 2.3 sec 200 0.000158 [2.303312, 2.303312]
C 13.0 sec 10 0.000060 [13.008711, 13.008712]
D 13.0 sec 202 0.034983 [13.009212, 13.009213]
E 1200.0 sec 15 0.000079 [1200.005677, 1200.005677]
C
Ethereal 3A-3E Findings
Data Set Intended Period Length Optimal Shift Period Range
A 2.3 sec 10 0.004165 [2.311433, 2.311433]
B 2.3 sec 204 0.000149 [2.312482, 2.312482]
C 13.0 sec 10 0.000045 [13.015521, 13.015522]
D 13.0 sec 209 0.008614 [13.015633, 13.015634]
E 1200.0 sec 15 0.000159 [1200.006175, 1200.006175]
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4.6 shows the testing results for the Ethereal 1D, 2D, and 3D data sets respectively. In each
table one column has the shift value highlighted in red. These are the optimal shift values for
the respective data sets. Notice that in each table the tests in which the shift value is slightly
smaller than the optimal shift, produce a lot of output. We see a higher number of results
because the shift value is not quite large enough to catch the entire pattern, so it catches a
lot of pieces of the pattern. As the shift value decreases away from the optimal shift, we catch
fewer and fewer pieces of the whole pattern.
Our general testing strategy was to start with the simpler data sets. Table 4.3-A shows the
make-up of our simplest data set created by the Synthesizer tool. The first set contains only
random time values. None of our tests on this set produced any false positives. While this is
partially due to the fact that the data is not very dense, it does demonstrate the low probability
of a pattern appearing in random data. The other Synthesizer data sets either contain only
periodic data a or a combination of random and periodic data. The testing results in Tables
4.3-B and 4.3-C show that for each set we were able to find parameters that result in a false
negative rate of 0%. We identified a trend in the relationship between the shift value and the
number of results in the output. Figure 4.4 shows five graphs that depict the relationship for
Synthesizer data sets 3-7. In each case, peaks in the graphs occur just before the maximum
shift reaches its optimal value.
Table 4.4 shows the make-up of the Ethereal/Nmap data sets. The Nmap scanning delay
time is listed in the Intended Period column in each table. The values in the Period Range
column are the result of tests run with the maximum shift set to the value indicated in the
Optimal Shift column.
In general, the average value of the period range was between 0.01 - 0.02 seconds larger
than the intended period. In one case however, the average of the period range was actually
lower than the intended period. Also, the computer with a slower processor and less RAM
actually had a significantly smaller difference between the average of the period range and the
intended period than did the other two computers. In the process of finding the optimal shift

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.3 Relationship between the shift value and the number of results.
Optimal shift occurs just after the peak in each graph.
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Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the testing results for most of the Ethereal data sets. Again, we
were always able to find parameters that resulted in a false negative rate of 0%. We saw the
same relationship between the shift value and the number of results in the output as we saw
in the Synthesizer data.
In testing the data from LLNL we selected two sets. The first is the largest set flagged by
the DOE as exhibiting periodic-like behavior. We designate this set as LLNL1. The second
is a set selected from data in which it is unknown if there exists periodic activity. In testing
this second set, we found no patterns, even when using a large shift value. We feel this is
another good indication that the probability of finding a pattern in random data is very low.
The statistics for our tests on the LLNL1 data set are listed in Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. These
tests produced a lot of output. The LLNL1 graph in Figure 4.3 shows that we do not see the
same kind of drop-off in the number of results as we see in the other graphs. Table 4.9 shows
the top ten results for each of the five tests shown. The ranking was by pattern length. We
conducted more tests using larger shift values, and in every case we saw the same top five
results that appear in the test using a shift of 0.50sec. Because they appear to be the longest
patterns in the data set, we proceeded to find the optimal shift for each pattern individually.
Those results are in Table 4.8, however the first entry is not one of them. We included this
entry because it was the only shift value that produced only one result in the output. The
last two rows in Table 4.7 indicate the longest pattern found during a particular test, and the
approximate period associated with that pattern. Notice that all the periods in the last row
in Table 4.7, and every period in Table 4.9, are divisible by 900.
We examined the file ’by hand’ and found that it essentially contains one long pattern with
a period of approximately 900 seconds. The reason for the high number of results is that the
pattern is not continuous. There are a large number of breaks. However, the breaks are spaced
according to the same period. This results in patterns with periods that are multiples of the
base period of 900 because these higher periods can cross over the gaps between segments.
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Table 4.6 Testing results for Ethereal data sets 1D, 2D, and 3D.
A
Data Set Ethereal/Nmap 1Dsize = 203
Shift (sec.) 0.00 0.0004 0.000463 0.50 1.50 2.00
threshold 5 5 5 5 5 5
minPeriod (sec.) 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.1 4.1
Duration (sec.) 0 4 1 1 0 0
# Results 0 271 1 1 1 1
# Patterns in Data 1 1 1 1 1 1
# Patterns found 0 0 1 1 1 1
B
Data Set Ethereal/Nmap 2Dsize = 202
Shift (sec.) 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.034583 0.50 1.50 2.00
threshold 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
minPeriod (sec.) 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.1 4.1
Duration (sec.) 0 1 6 1 1 0 1
# Results 0 2 682 1 1 2 12
# Patterns in Data 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
# Patterns found 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
C
Data Set Ethereal/Nmap 3Dsize = 209
Shift (sec.) 0.00 0.008 0.008614 0.50 1.50 2.00
threshold 5 5 5 5 5 5
minPeriod (sec.) 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.1 4.1
Duration (sec.) 1 5 0 1 2 2
# Results 0 222 1 1 1 1
# Patterns in Data 1 1 1 1 1 1
# Patterns found 0 0 1 1 1 1
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Table 4.7 Testing results for the LLNL 1 data set.
Data Set LLNL 1size = 2059
Shift (sec.) 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.50
threshold 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
minPeriod (sec.) 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
Duration (sec.) 1 3 5 8 13 21 18 16
# Results 14 24 97 171 291 510 895 1085
Longest Pattern 27 35 43 44 53 66 75 89








Table 4.8 The optimal shift for some of the longest patterns in the LLNL
1 data set.
LLNL 1 – Optimal Shift for Top 5 results
Optimal Shift Length Period # Results
0.008011 27 900 1
0.164839 71 5400 688
0.183688 75 3600 816
0.215657 72 6300 928
0.227740 72 9000 912
0.376972 89 4500 994
Table 4.9 The length of the patterns increases as the shift increases.
Data Set LLNL 1 : Top 10 patterns using different shifts
Shift 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.50
Length Period Length Period Length Period Length Period Length Period
1) 44 1800 53 1800 66 3600 75 3600 89 4500
2) 44 1800 48 1800 59 1800 71 5400 75 3600
3) 43 1800 44 3600 58 6300 68 4500 72 6300
4) 43 1800 44 1800 56 1800 61 6300 72 9000
5) 43 1800 44 1800 53 1800 61 6300 71 5400
6) 42 900 44 1800 50 6300 60 6300 64 6300
7) 42 1800 44 1800 50 4500 60 9000 63 8100
8) 42 3600 43 1800 48 3600 60 2700 62 7200
9) 39 7200 43 3600 45 9000 59 1800 61 5400
10) 38 900 43 900 44 3600 58 7200 60 2700
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Due to the growing risks associated with owning a computer, most individuals and busi-
nesses run one or more computer security programs. Such programs include anti-virus software,
anti-spyware software, encryption, firewalls, and intrusion detection and prevention systems.
Unfortunately, each tool has its inherent vulnerabilities which criminals are able to exploit.
Often, when a machine is compromised a malicious program is installed. A common character-
istic of many malicious programs is the tendency to make outbound connections on a periodic
basis. The goal of our project is to use this characteristic to identify compromised machines.
Our research has found very little work related to finding frequency patterns in noisy
network traffic. None of the 3 projects we studied are able to identify more than the existence
of a pattern or patterns in a data set. We are able to specify, for each pattern, the range of
valid periods, whether the pattern has stopped, the time of each connection in the pattern,
and the source and destination involved in the communication.
The two biggest challenges in identifying frequency patterns in time series data sets are
noise and frequency fluctuation. In our approach we handle noise by considering every possible
subset in a time series. We prevent an enormous computation time by eliminating most of the
subsets through the Elimination phase and the two optimization concepts discussed in chapter
3. We handle frequency fluctuation with the shift-range concept. The shift-range approach
allows us to specify how much frequency fluctuation we are willing to tolerate in our search
for patterns.
Our tests confirm that, with correct parameters, we experience an efficient run-time with a
false negative rate of 0%. The biggest problem we have yet to overcome is a high false positive
rate. False positives are typically caused by selecting a large shift value relative to the density
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of the time series. When the shift is large relative to data density, subsets with real patterns
will produce groups of false positive subsets that tend to cloud the clarity of the results.
In order to reduce the false positive rate, we plan to explore methods for determining
optimal shift values. The optimal shift is actually quite unstable and can change for many
reasons. We would like to develop a tool that can measure the optimal shift for a given machine
at a given time. Such a tool enables the selection of a shift value that produces a low run-time
and a low false positive rate.
We feel there is a strong connection between the optimal shift and the variance of a time
series, and between the period range and the average period of a time series. We would like
to explore this notion further to see if a clearer understanding can lead to a more efficient
Verification phase.
Another area that may help reduce false positives is pattern-matching. Many false positives
are only different from the actual pattern by one or two time values. There may be some
pattern-matching techniques that can help prevent this type of false positive.
It is also important that we find ways to eliminate more subsets before they get to the
Verification phase. This is where most of the computation time is spent. We will try some
pre-filtering to reduce the size of data sets, and we will try techniques like the DFT to see if
they can help reduce the period range search space. Our algorithm will benefit greatly from
multi-processing. It will be easy to assign specific subset groups to different processes.
We have focused on TCPand the timing patterns resulting from periodic connections. Thus,
we typically use syn packets to create time series data sets. Recognizing that malicious code can
also use UDP, we hope to develop heuristics that will allow us to describe a UDP ’connection’
for the purpose of creating time series data sets.
Most of our future plans will move us closer to creating a tool that can run in real-time.
Ideally, such a tool will be able to run on a monitored host, or at the border of a network.
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